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For Sale from Productive Arts
This collection of thirteen Erven E. van de
Geer calendars (published from 1957–79,
non-consecutive) are an exemplary example
of Wim Crouwel’s graphic design method.
Each one is unique in size and technique
(see individual descriptions).
Also included are important process and
reference materials related to specific calendars: four original photos by Cas Oorthuys,
c. 1975.; twenty-two original photos by
Mels Crouwel, c. 1979; and calendar
designed by Jan van Toorn (Drukkerij Mart.
Spruijt, 1973–74).
All items are in very good, original vintage
condition with light handling throughout
and moderate wear visible. This collection
is from the archive of the former Managing
Director of van de Geer.
Price, additional photos and detailed condition reports are available upon request.
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Erven E. van de Geer Calendars
Designed by Wim Crouwel
1957–79

Few graphic designers have the distinction of influencing the aesthetics of
an entire nation. For over six decades
beginning in the 1950’s, Dutch graphic
designer Wim Crouwel (1928–2019)
instilled a Modernist methodology into
client projects for the cultural, commercial and governmental sectors of the
Netherlands. Crouwel’s now well-known
approach to Modernism included systematic grids, experimental typography and
unusual color schemes and can be found
in exhibition design, museum catalogues,
posters, typefaces, trademarks, and even
stamps. As a designer for the Stedelijk
Van Abbemuseum (Eindhoven), Stedelijk
Museum (Amsterdam), Dutch PTT (Postal
Service) and as a founding member of
Total Design (along with Benno Wissing,
Friso Kramer, Paul Schwarz and Dick
Schwarz), Crouwel’s impactful and experimental work continues to influence today.

Crouwel’s calendars for the small printing
firm Drukkerij Erven E. van de Geer, which
he designed every year from 1957–82 are
particularly notable. Van de Geer, based
in Amsterdam, published and printed the
calendars as client gifts to demonstrate
the firm’s breadth of capabilities. They
allowed Crouwel the freedom to push the
boundaries of technology at the time, “They
became a kind of system for me… It was
always an experiment”. The designs show
Crouwel’s spirited ability to combine typography, grids, color, photography, printing
techniques and paper finishes. Through the
various ways of hanging and turning the
pages, these calendars present new ways
of expressing motion and time. Even more
than pieces of ephemera, the calendars are
design objects through their physical presence and tactile qualities. They represent a
designer who confronted technology and
used it to advance his authoritative voice of
Modernist design thinking, a legacy which
continues to have resonance.
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1957
Design Wim Crouwel and Kho Liang Ie

The printer also
had a collection of
19th-century prints,
which, along with
enlarged typefaces
and all sorts of other
things, I combined
to make a lively
calendar.
– Wim Crouwel

1957 is the first year calendar Crouwel
designed for Drukkerij Erven E. van de Geer
using the theme of ‘old and new’. He used
‘old’ wood block prints printed on translucent vellum that overlay the left-hand side of
the pages: “I did a calendar for them using
a variety of ingredients from the company,
including illustrations that they used once a
year in a traditional festival for printers called
Kopper maandag (Copper Monday).”
The ‘new’ is represented by bright colors,
large serif letters (“vdg” of “van de Geer”
set in Garamond), geometric shapes and
enlarged halftone dot patterns. Elements
from van de Geer’s printing studio become
abstract compositional shapes and are also
used in photograms printed in bright halftone patterns.
12x19.25”, twelve leaves, twelve shorter
translucent vellum sheets (a few with wear),
cardboard back cover, double calendar
hook binding, in Dutch.
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1957
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1958
Design Wim Crouwel and Kho Liang Ie

The design for the 1958 calendar consists
of small text set in Garamond and date
numerals in a wide bold sans-serif on a
warm grey background. “vdg” of “van de
Geer” appear large at the bottom of each
month in various colors along with a small
tagline, “more than a century of experience.”
From 1956–60, Crouwel shared a studio
with Kho Liang Ie (1927–1975), an interior
designer born in Indonesia and trained in
the Netherlands. Crouwel and Liang Ie often
collaborated in interior, furniture and exhibition design while each maintaining their own
solo commissions. Liang Ie designed the
Schiphol (Amsterdam airport) in 1967, collaborating with Total Design on the signage.
12x11.75”, twelve leaves (missing May),
cardboard back cover, calendar hook binding, in Dutch.
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1958
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1965
Design Wim Crouwel (td associatie)

The 1965 calendar has a unique system.
Each month view actually shows two months
simultaneously - current month with black
text is on the top page; the following month
with grey text is on the bottom page. In
between is a translucent vellum sheet which
contains the bottom half of the month name
(printed in color).
The split-month name may have been
inspired by the flap display of the early
1960s, an electromechanical display device
designed by architect Gino Valle (1923–
2003) and manufactured by Solari di Udine,
Italy. The same year of this calendar, Solari
released the Cifra 3, a clock with a similar
split-flap display with numbers designed by
Massimo Vignelli (1931–2014) of Unimark
International.
9.75x19.5”, twelve leaves, twelve translucent
vellum sheets, grey cover, twin-loop binding,
in Dutch. Includes hanging string which has
been inserted in one of the french folds.
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1965
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1968
Design Wim Crouwel with
Peter Struycken

For this calendar, Struycken was responsible for the colors: six groups of complementary colors set equal distances apart in
a twelve-part color wheel. Struycken varied
the separation, hue, brightness and saturation, the ratios changing from page to
page. Large numerals in Akzidenz Grotesk
and lowercase month names accompany
the shifting, bright colors.
Peter Struycken (b. 1939) is an important
artist in the field of computer art, digital
techniques and systematic processes.
Crouwel designed Peter Struycken’s exhibition catalogue for the Stedelijk Museum
in 1967.
12.75x12.75”, twelve leaves with french
folds, two translucent vellum sheets (cover
and interior), plastic comb binding, slight
wear to the corners and binding, in Dutch.
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1968
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1969
Design Wim Crouwel, Total Design

Crouwel is a pioneering figure of early,
radical and experimental typography. As
early as 1961, Crouwel had been working
on his own typeface based on a grid and
optimized for new typesetting techniques
(later to become the New Alphabet, 1967).
By 1964, he was experimenting with
dot-matrix patterns inspired by punched
cards used by IBM computer technology.
Crouwel’s exhibition posters for Job Hansen
(Museum Fodor Amsterdam, 1964) and
Vormgevers (Stedelijk Museum, 1968) are
early examples.

Top: Job Hansen, poster detail, 1964
Bottom: Vormgevers, poster detail, 1968
(not included in collection)

In this 1969 calendar, Crouwel uses a similar technique for the numerals, months, and
first initial of the days of the week. Based
only on circles arranged on a grid pattern,
the legibility is not affected. Architype Ingenieur™, a typeface designed by Crouwel,
was released through The Foundry (David
Quay and Freda Sack) in 1996. It features a
variation, Architype Ingenieur™ Dot, similar
to the type seen in this 1969 calendar.
12.75x12.75”, twelve leaves with french
folds, two translucent vellum sheets (cover
and interior), plastic comb binding, in
Dutch.
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1969

My alphabet is
in itself a code.
Each letter can be
simply put together
from dots and then
transmitted.
– Wim Crouwel
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1970
Design Wim Crouwel, Total Design

The large numbers of the 1970 calendar may have resulted from Crouwel’s
typographic experiments and interest in
computer technology of the late 1960s.
The month number and corresponding
calendar dates (set in a strict grid) are of
different shades of the same color.
7x14.25”, twelve leaves with rounded
corners, plastic comb binding at three
intervals (some pieces damaged), in
Dutch.
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1970
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1972
Design Wim Crouwel, Total Design

It was a kind of
no-nonsense idea
– straightforward
typography; sansserif typefaces;
grids to make the
projects solid and to
give continuity. We
introduced the grid
for all the clients.

The 1972 calendar has been heavily
influenced by Swiss design and the International Typographic Style with a strict
grid and use of Akzidenz Grotesk text
in various colors on white. The smaller,
lowercase month name, days of the week
and printer information have been turned.
Thin, vertical black lines separate the
weekend days.
17.25x17.5”, twelve leaves, cover, cardboard back cover (with hooks attached),
perfect binding, in Dutch.

– Wim Crouwel
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1972
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1973
Design Wim Crouwel, Total Design

Each month of the 1973 calendar contains
a smooth color gradient which transitions
from a bright color (possibly inspired by
psychedelia and pop art) to white. The
black text set in Akzidenz Grotesk follows
the gradient’s direction through the numerals which increase in size as the color gets
fully opaque.
15.75x15.75”, twelve leaves, cover, cardboard back cover (with hooks attached),
perfect binding but split, in Dutch.
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1973
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1974
Design Wim Crouwel
Photos Zijn Van Wilco Geurtsen

1974 is the most controversial calendar
produced for Erven E. van de Geer.
The calendar is a result of the historic
design debate of 1972 (Museum Fodor,
Amsterdam) between Crouwel and
Dutch designer Jan van Toorn (b. 1932).
Their opposing opinions center around
the role of the designer and content, in
essence, the nature of graphic design
itself. Crouwel firmly believes in objectivity, function and the designer as engineer. Conversely, Van Toorn proposes
subjectivity, political consciousness and
the designer as artist.

Van Toorn’s 1973/1974 calendar uses
portraits and sloping text for the days
of the week. Crouwel’s 1974 calendar
critiques Van Toorn’s in both the design
(using Van Toorn’s portraits) and accompanying letter: Van Toorn uses too many
typefaces (Crouwel uses one), Van Toorn’s
sloping week looks like its running up a
staircase (Crouwel’s descends along a
45-degree angle), Van Toorn uses lines
as independent elements with no function
(Crouwel uses lines to define an area
and separate). The letter ends with the
sardonic send-off “best wishes for 1974.”

Crouwel’s 1974 calendar is also a direct
response to Van Toorn’s 1973/1974
calendar for Drukkerij Mart.Spruijt,
Amsterdam: “I embarked on my quest for
answers because your work is too fascinating to be simply dismissed.”

This collection includes Jan van Toorn’s
1973/1974 calendar for Drukkerij Mart.
Spruijt, Amsterdam, along with reference
material (a Dutch article from 1976 and
Crouwel, W., Toorn, J., & Huygen, F. The
debate: The legendary contest of two
giants of graphic design. New York:
Monacelli Press, 2015).
8.75x11.75”, fifty-five leaves including
cover, cardboard back cover (with hooks
attached), perfect binding, in Dutch.
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1974

1973/1974 calendar for
Drukkerij Mart.Spruijt,
designed by Jan van Toorn.
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1975
Design Wim Crouwel, Total Design

For the 1975 calendar, Crouwel uses a
series of background cloud photographs
by Cas Oorthuys. A strict grid of numbers
set in Akzidenz Grotesk allows the view
of several months at a time, with the
current month using white text that stands
in contrast to the photo. Six photos by
Oorthuys were used, reversed for the last
six months of the year.

This collection includes four original ‘cloud’
photographs by Oorthuys. Each contains
annotations, numbers and the photographer’s stamp (Copyright Cas Oorthuys,
Prinsengrachi 925, 020-244689, Amsterdam-Holland) on the reverse.
Cas Oorthuys (1908–1975) was a Dutch
photographer best known for his work with
the resistance group De Ondergedoken
Camera which he joined after time spent
in the Amersfoort concentration camp.
De Ondergedoken Camera clandestinely
documented the last year of the German
occupation in Amsterdam in 1944 (also
the year of De Hongerwinter or ‘The Winter
of Hunger’) and lived/worked under very
difficult circumstances - hiding cameras and
fearing persecution if caught. Photos from
this period appear in Oorthuys’ 1970 photobook 1944–45 Het laatste jaar (1944–45
The last year, published by Uitgeverij). After
the war, Oorthuys abandoned his political
photography in favor of human interest
subjects. Oorthuys died unexpectedly in
1975 (the same year of this calendar) after
he designed the ‘30 Years of Liberation’
stamp for the Netherlands Post Office.
17x17”, twelve leaves, cover, cardboard
back cover (with hooks attached), perfect
binding, in Dutch.
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1975
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1976
Design Wim Crouwel

Crouwel’s typographic experimentation in
this calendar is reminiscent of his poster
designs for Hiroshima (Stedelijk Van
Abbemuseum, 1957) and Robert Muller
(Stedelijk Museum, 1964). Heavy block
letters are created with thin horizontal
and vertical lines as the negative space.
In this calendar, the numbers start out as
perfect black squares, reshaped by cutting
out pieces at ninety and forty-five degree
angles and using thin horizontal and vertical lines. This method might have resulted
from Crouwel’s typographic grid studies,
seen in the 1969 calendar.
15.75x15.75”, twelve leaves, cover, cardboard back cover (with hooks attached),
perfect binding, in Dutch.

Top: Hiroshima, 1957
Bottom: Robert Muller, 1964
(not included in collection)
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1976

our best wishes
accompany this
calendar; it is the
twentieth one
made together
with wim crouwel.
soon we will show
all twenty. in the
meantime we
continue to press
on, on the way to
the twentieth.
– Back cover of 1976 calendar,
translated from Dutch
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1977
Design Wim Crouwel, Total Design

in this year’s
calendar, the figures
were arranged in a
network of oblique
projection (a kind of
parallel perspective);
the result can be
seen both spatially
and flat, it is just
how you look at it
in 1977.

For the 1977 calendar, Crouwel expands on
the notion of the grid by using a three-dimensional grid – likely Informed by his
interests in cellular structures, patterns and
dymaxion structures by Buckminster Fuller.
When Crouwel published his New Alphabet
in the Journal of Typographic Research,
1970, he included many images of three-dimensional line drawings, systems and
patterns in nature, “These structures can
be simple, but they can also be extremely
complex. And I believe that design - not
just graphic design, but also spatial design,
architecture, and industrial design - benefits from a cellular approach, from a highly
structural approach.”
15.75x15.75”, twelve leaves, translucent
vellum cover, cardboard back cover (with
hooks attached), perfect binding, in Dutch.

– Back cover of 1977 calendar,
translated from Dutch
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1977
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1979
Design Wim Crouwel, Total Design

from the Jordaan,
near the western
tower, you receive
our good wishes
for 1979.
– Back cover of 1979 calendar,
translated from Dutch and
referring to Jordaan, a neighborhood in Amsterdam

In this calendar design, photographs of the
Westerkerk (Western Church), a Reformed
church within Dutch Protestant church
in central Amsterdam are used behind a
grid with red calendar text set in Akzidenz
Grotesk.
This collection includes twenty-two original
Westerkerk photographs by Wim Crouwel’s
son, Mels Crouwel, stamped. Vellum accompanies some photos on which design and
printing notes have been annotated. These
photos were presumably taken in 1978,
the same year Mels Crouwel graduated as
engineer from the Faculty of Architecture at
Delft University of Technology.
Mels Crouwel (b. 1953) is an award-winning Dutch architect and founding partner,
together with Jan Benthem, of Benthem
Crouwel Architects, Amsterdam, established
in 1979. Mels Crouwel is a member of the
Royal Institute of Dutch Architects (bna) and
a honorary member of the Association of
German Architects (bda).
15.75x15.75”, twelve leaves, cover, cardboard back cover (with hooks attached),
perfect binding, in Dutch.
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Catalog Design and Text
Patricia Belen and Greg D’Onofrio – designers, writers,
and educators. Together, they co-founded Display,
Graphic Design Collection (thisisdisplay.org) and Kind
Company (kindcompany.com), a design office in New
York City. Greg is co-author (with Steven Heller) of
The Moderns: Midcentury American Graphic Design
(Abrams, 2017).
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